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Q-l [A] Answer any one of the following
(a) Derive complete term symbols for the following.

cu**, N,
(b) Draw the pigeon hole diagram of d2 configuration.

[B] Explain any two of the following

Q-3

(2) Fes (CO)rz
(4) Ni(Oo)4

(7 Marks)

(6 Marks)
(1) d-d transitions are weak.
(2) Draw Orgel diagram of d1 - de.
(3)Tetrahedral complex exhibit stronger absorption band compared to the

corresponding octahedral complex.
(4) Vibronic coupling.

Q-2 Answer any one of the following (l3Marks)
(1) Write the Schrodinger equation for a particle in a three dimensional box

and separate it using the technique of separation of variables.
(2) Define Hermitian operator. Prove that eigen functions belonging to

different eigen values of hermitian operator are orthogonal.
Answer any one of the following (12 Marks)
(1) Explain - Huckel Molecular Orbital theory.
(2) Explain SPz or SP3 hybrio wave function and find out bond angle and the

constants associated with it.
Q4 [A] Draw the recent orbital diagrams and explain the structures (6 Marks)

(Any Two)
(1) Cr(Co)o
(3) Fe(Co)z(No)z
[B] Answer any one of the following.
(1) What are organometallic compounds ? Give their classification.
(2) Write and explain the structure of ferrocene. (6 marks)

Q-5. Short questions Answer in brief.
(1) Write down spectrochemical series ?

(l0marks)

(2) Write the Hund's rule.
(3) Write the normalized wave function for an electron in three dimensional

box.
(4) What is the use of variation theorem ?
(5) Which orbitals are involved in SP3 hybridization.
(6) Why No is known as three electron ligand ?
(7) Sodium Acetate is not an Organometallic compound. Why ?
(8) Explain the terms involved in the equation flty = E,
(9) Write the meaning of following terms.

H21, 311
(10) ls the d - d transition spin - allowed Or Spin forbidden?


